The chat history has been cleared
-------------- (02/16/2017 07:57) --------------
Maryam Bakoshi: Hello, welcome to Post NCPH Intersessional Meeting on Thursday, 16 February 2017.

Maryam Bakoshi: My name is Maryam Bakoshi and I will be monitoring this chat room. In this role, I am the voice for the remote participants, ensuring that they are heard equally with those who are “in-room” participants.
-------------- (02/16/2017 08:01) --------------
Rafik: hi

Tatiana Tropina: Hi Rafik

Tatiana Tropina: we are still waiting for EC members to join

Tatiana Tropina: on site

Tatiana Tropina: so hope you can be patient

Rafik: maybe a kind remark for those in site, starting meetings in time is nice to those attending remotely ;)

Rafik: patience is a virtue

Tatiana Tropina: It is too late to pass the remark now, as we are not starting in time, but we can sure bear this in mind for the next meetings
Tatiana Tropina: :-)

Rafik: hope keeps us alive but fools us too
-------------- (02/16/2017 08:05) --------------
Tatiana Tropina: Hi Rafik and Farzaneh

Rafik: remote participants > in situ participants :D

Tatiana Tropina: I can start this meeting without others :-)

Farzaneh Badii: are they there?

Tatiana Tropina: Ines just arrived

Tatiana Tropina: Farz are you going to say hello or to chair?

Tatiana Tropina: I unfortunately can't do anything right now. Won't leave the room to chase them hehehehe
-------------- (02/16/2017 08:10) --------------
Rafik: @Tatiana who is here? [8:10am UTC]

Tatiana Tropina: Ines and Dave
-------------- (02/16/2017 08:15) --------------
Rafik: there is some noise in the audio

Ines Hfaiedh: Anna and Renata just came
-------------- (02/16/2017 08:19) --------------
Maryam Bakoshi: Apologies all for Farzi's line

Maryam Bakoshi: we are working to make it clearer

-------------- (02/16/2017 08:23) --------------

Rafik: next NCSG EC call si the 24th Feb

-------------- (02/16/2017 08:25) --------------

Rafik: hadia works for DNS-EC which funded by ICANN??

-------------- (02/16/2017 08:27) --------------

Farzaneh Badii: http://www2.ncuc.org/

-------------- (02/16/2017 08:31) --------------

Ines Hfaiedh: @ Rafik I know that she is involved with the DNS-EC but I dont think she s ICANN staff so I will check with her

Maryam Bakoshi: Re:webiste. We have the public comments page to migrate

Rafik: @Ines https://www.icann.org/news/blog/icann-launches-first-dns-entrepreneurship-center-in-egypt

Maryam Bakoshi: its a large chunck of the work to be done

Rafik: @Maryan did you update lately the NCSG policy page with NCSG comments?

Rafik: the wiki page I mean

-------------- (02/16/2017 08:35) --------------

Maryam Bakoshi: Hi Rafik, I havent done that, its been a bit difficult to follow
Rafik: that is wordpress issue not related to website per se

Tatiana Tropina: Ayden is here

Ines Hfaiedh: Ayden and Tapani have joined

Tatiana Tropina: sitting next to me :

Rafik: cannot hear farzanhe

Tatiana Tropina: I raised my hand because I would like to update the EC about outreach in CPH

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: tks Farzi

Tatiana Tropina: Farzy let's talk about policy in 5 minutes :

Tatiana Tropina: Farzaneh, what kind of PC meeting?

Tatiana Tropina: there is an NCSG meeting and GNSO council meeting

Tatiana Tropina: ah I thought you are talking about today :

Tatiana Tropina: ttoooollllllllll earlyyyyyyyy for me
Rafik: NCSC PC session is 90min

Rafik: or farzi is talking about NCSG CD session

Tatiana Tropina: yes I remember those ones. Once it was for 3 hours ... or 4

Farzaneh Badii: I saw two 90 minutes NCSG PC

Farzaneh Badii: or was I mistaken?

Rafik: I only saw one and the timeing is bad because clashing with GNSO sessions

Farzaneh Badii: oh!

Rafik: we can discuss that later, I have to leave too for work meeting :)

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: tks rafik
------------------ (02/16/2017 09:01) ------------------
Maryam Bakoshi: @Rafik: PC meeting is from 0900 - 12:15

Maryam Bakoshi: 2 blocks
------------------ (02/16/2017 09:07) ------------------
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: what is grace's email?

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: the new mentee at copenhagen?
Farzaneh Badii: sent you

Rafik: @Maryam sent you email, that clashes with first session for GNSO working day, not good for councillors

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: The African Declaration on Internet Rights and Freedoms
http://africaninternetrights.org/articles/

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (an important stuff in SA right now, for your knowledge)
--------------
(02/16/2017 09:24)
--------------
Farzaneh Badii: I can
--------------
(02/16/2017 09:35)
--------------
Ayden Férdeline: I appreciate this is off-topic, but while I remember - did anyone nominate Rafik for the Multistakeholder Ethos Award?
--------------
(02/16/2017 09:46)
--------------
Farzaneh Badii: bye

Ayden Férdeline: thx

Action items:
Develop a plan for policy day in Johannesburg
A survey on members interests and expertise (policy related)